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Unrivaled Medicine God 

Chapter 2621: Holy Son Arrives 

On a long path of the street, an old man and a youth were walking slowly. 

One could tell that the blue-robed youth walking in front was very haughty. 

Suddenly, a talisman appeared out of thin air. The old man reached his hand out to seize, grabbing the 

talisman in his hand. 

Browsing entirely the contents of the talisman, the old man’s brows knitted together tightly. 

The young man said indifferently, “Why? Lost again?” 

The old man nodded slightly and said, “This is already the 17th match! Even Shangyu Heavenly Sect’s 

Qian Yao Great Nation’s Mu Lianqing was defeated at Ye Yuan’s hands. He’s an existence who fought 

with you for the position of holy son back then!” 

The young man said disdainfully,?“Humph,?what does Mu Lianqing count as? What you’re talking about 

is just something back then. Now, he isn’t even worthy of carrying my shoes!” 

The old man said, “True! Lord Holy Son is a candidate for the next alliance chief. How can you be what 

Mu Lianqing can compare to? It’s just that this Ye Yuan can’t be underestimated!” 

Mentioning Ye Yuan, the young man was similarly disdainful as he said, “If he didn’t have some skill, the 

alliance chief wouldn’t have sent this holy son over too! However, no matter how monstrous he is, he’s 

still not worth mentioning in front of my Pill Alliance. Let him be smug for a few days first. After this holy 

son grinds down his spirit, those despicable ascenders will know who is the Rainclear Continent’s true 

ruler!” 

Three months had already passed since Ye Yuan caused a disturbance at Pill Verdant Establishment. 

In these three months, Ye Yuan challenged 17 of the Pill Alliance’s strongholds in a row and 

consecutively defeated 17 of the Pill Alliance’s alchemy path experts. 

The five great heavenly sects were in a huge stir! 

Especially Qian Yao Great Nation’s Mu Lianqing, he refined a middle ninth grade golden pill, but he was 

still suppressed by Ye Yuan! 

Originally, when Ye Yuan threw out the name of Pill Pavilion in Fire Peace Great Nation, people were all 

still indifferent to it. 

But now, the name of Pill Pavilion already reverberated throughout the Five Light Heavenly Region. 

The various major factions sent disciples with aptitude to Martial Secure Heavenly Sect’s Pill Pavilion one 

after another to cultivate Alchemy Dao. 

Five Light Heavenly Region’s five great heavenly sects were virtually all ascenders. Those capable of 

becoming heavenly alchemists could be counted on one’s fingers. 
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Hence, the five great heavenly sects’ reliance on the Pill Alliance was especially so. 

With the Pill Alliance carrying out a boycott against the Martial Secure Heavenly Sect, the other four 

sects naturally had a feeling of the fox mourning the death of a rabbit. 

But the more it was so, the more they did not dare to offend the Pill Alliance. 

However, the appearance of the Pill Pavilion completely changed this situation. 

Ye Yuan already used his strength to prove to the world that the Pill Pavilion’s strength was not the least 

bit inferior to the Pill Alliance! 

It was even stronger! 

At least, up until now, no one in the Pill Alliance could win him! 

With regards to this kind of sensational effect, it was naturally impossible for the Pill Alliance to resign 

themselves to death. 

Hence, they sent out Cang Yongning who was this blue-robed youth. 

He was the Pill Alliance’s holy son and also the strongest alchemy path powerhouse of the junior 

generation! 

The Pill Alliance had always been mysterious. Nobody knew just how strong the Pill Alliance was. 

And the Pill Alliance sent out Cang Yongning this time. Firstly, it was in order to strike Ye Yuan down, 

while secondly, it was in order to demonstrate their strength! 

The old man nodded and said, “That’s of course! No matter how monstrous this boy is, he’s naturally 

too weak to stand up to the competition in front of Holy Son! Our Pill Alliance has always been low-key. 

It’s also time to let Rainclear Continent know our Pill Alliance’s strength!” 

Cang Yongning smiled slightly and said, “Where’s that punk now?” 

The old man said, “Cloudarch Great Nation!” 

Cang Yongning nodded his head and said,?“Mn,?it’s already not far from here. Let’s go!” 

… … 

In Cloud Leisure Establishment, Kan Feihong was anxious like an ant on a hot pan. 

He paced back and forth, cold sweat already pouring profusely on his forehead. 

By the side, Establishment Lord Sun Xu also had a solemn look. 

“Is there no news from Lord Holy Son yet? That Ye Yuan has already entered the city. What should we 

do?” Kan Feihong said anxiously. 

The defeat of Qian Yao Great Nation’s Mu Lianqing completely shattered Kan Feihong’s fantasy. 

He knew that Mu Lianqing was an existence on par with the holy son! 

Although he was defeated in the end, his strength could not be ignored by anyone. 



However, even such an existence was defeated at Ye Yuan’s hands, how could he be a match? 

Sun Xu shook his head and said, “How can Lord Holy Son’s whereabouts be what we can grasp? 

However, I reckon that he shouldn’t be too far away anymore, right? Maybe he’s already on the way to 

Cloud Leisure Establishment! After all, even Mu Lianqing was defeated. If Lord Holy Son still doesn’t 

appear, our Pill Alliance’s face will have nowhere to put!” 

Kan Feihong said angrily, “By the time Lord Holy Son comes over, the flowers would have turned 

yellow!” 

Boom! 

Right at this time, a loud noise came from outside. 

No need to guess, it must be that Ye Yuan had arrived. 

Whenever they reached a place, Luo Yunqing would directly tear down the signboard, without 

exception! 

At least up to this point, there was no one in the Pill Alliance who could win back this face. 

Mu Lianqing was also very domineering back then. But he suffered a crushing defeat and was ashamed 

and resentful. 

Kan Feihong’s expression changed and he said, “Damn it, that brat is here! What to do? Fight, we will 

definitely lose. Not fighting, it’s shameful! Alas!” 

Seeing Kan Feihong sigh heavily, Sun Xu also had a helpless look. 

He understood Kan Feihong very well. 

Kan Feihong was not like this originally. Before Ye Yuan challenged Mu Lianqing, he even pledged in all 

solemnity that he would definitely stop Ye Yuan’s footsteps of continuous victories. 

But now, he did not dare to say it anymore. 

Sun Xu heaved a sigh and said, “No matter what, go out first! Even if our Pill Alliance loses, we can’t be 

cowardly turtles too!” 

Kan Feihong had a bitter face and nodded his head. 

Outside Cloud Leisure Establishment, it was already seething with excitement. 

Martial Secure Heavenly Sect produced an alchemy path expert who beat the Pill Alliance to the ground. 

This matter had long already spread throughout Cloudarch Great Nation. 

The people had long already heard of Ye Yuan’s great name. Upon seeing him today, he was indeed 

extraordinary. 

“Heh,?I even thought that it was boasting previously. Looking at it now, the rumors are true! Cloud 

Leisure Establishment’s Master Kan Feihong is actually scared until he doesn’t dare to come out!” 

“This Ye Yuan is really too formidable, fortifying the spirits of us ascenders!” 



“Every day they talked about how the Pill Alliance’s people are so formidable. Looking at it now, it’s also 

nothing more than this!” 

… … 

Seeing that Cloud Leisure Establishment’s front door was tightly shut and no one dared to come out, the 

people were all snickering without ceasing. 

It was also no wonder that these people exclaimed in surprise. It was undeniable that the Pill Alliance 

powerhouses that Ye Yuan challenged, they were all alchemy path powerhouses who garrisoned a 

region far and near! 

These people’s alchemy path strength was even stronger than the various major heavenly sect’s 

retainers. 

However, Ye Yuan could win 17 matches in a row. It was sufficient to prove how terrifying his strength 

was. 

Creak! 

Cloud Leisure Establishment’s front door was finally opened, revealing Kan Feihong and Sun Xu’s figures. 

Kan Feihong’s expression was slightly dark and he said to Ye Yuan, “Punk, don’t be arrogant! My Pill 

Alliance has already sent out Lord Holy Son! Once he arrives, you’ll get it!” 

Ye Yuan looked at Kan Feihong and said with a faint smile, “Why? Your Pill Alliance all became cowards 

and don’t even dare to accept the challenge anymore?” 

Seeing Kan Feihong’s being threatening in manner but inwardly shaky appearance, everyone was 

shocked. 

This guy who came from the Martial Secure Heavenly Sect was really too strong! To actually scare Kan 

Feihong until he did not dare to make a move! 

One had to know, Kan Feihong’s alchemy path strength was extremely strong! 

It could be seen how great a deterrent Ye Yuan’s consecutive wins previously was! 

Kan Feihong’s expression was ugly to the extreme, and he said in a solemn voice, “Ye Yuan, I admit 

defeat! But don’t leave if you have the capability! When Holy Son comes, you’ll be embarrassed!” 

Unrivaled Medicine God 

Chapter 2622: True Grade! 

"Uncle Wen!" 

"Yes!" 

In the crowd, a fist shadow rumbled out. Kan Feihong was directly blasted into meat paste. 

By the side, Sun Xu's expression suddenly changed, not understanding why. 

Everyone looked sideways. They saw an old man and a youth in the crowd. 
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The young man walked out slowly and said with a cold snort, "Surrendering without fighting, humiliating 

the Pill Alliance's face, you deserve to die!" 

"L-Lord Holy Son? Cloud Leisure Establishment's Sun Xu pays respect to Lord Holy Son!" Sun Xu's 

expression changed slightly, already guessing Cang Yongning's identity. 

Beside Ye Yuan, Luo Yunqing also had a solemn look as he said, "That old man's strength is quite strong. 

He's a Jade Sovereign Heaven expert!" 

Ye Yuan nodded slightly, paying no attention to it. 

Since it was an alchemy competition, he was not afraid that the Pill Alliance would cause problems. 

While killing people was easy, wanting to restore reputation was difficult. 

Wanting to win back face, the Pill Alliance would have to compete in alchemy honestly with him! 

Cang Yongning did not even look at Sun Xu, but he turned to Ye Yuan and said with contempt, "The light 

of a firefly also dares to contend for glory with the bright moon! Brat, you dare to provoke my Pill 

Alliance, do you know the consequences?" 

The moment Cang Yongning took the stage, he gave people a powerful deterrence. 

That aura of looking down on everything made people give sidelong glances. 

Ye Yuan seemed to be an ant in his eyes. 

Ye Yuan said coolly, "Provoke the Pill Alliance? Huhu, do you want face or not? Your Pill Alliance 

boycotted my Martial Secure Heavenly Sect and forced Brother Luo to break his sword and lower his 

head, and coerced my disciple to become a furnace! But now, you want to make a false counter-charge, 

is your Pill Alliance all born under the year of the Dog?" 

Cang Yongning's brows furrowed and he said with a cold snort, "How razor-tongued and eloquent, boy, 

arrogance needs to be backed using strength! Otherwise, you'll only become a laughingstock! Do you 

really think that by winning some trash, you have the qualifications to challenge the Pill Alliance?" 

Ye Yuan gave him a glance and said smilingly, "You're associated with this trash, doesn't that make you a 

trash too? So your Pill Alliance is a pile of garbage?" 

"Hahaha …" 

Ye Yuan's words immediately attracted a burst of laughter. 

Cang Yongning's face fell, and he said with a cold snort, "Punk, you're very arrogant! Since you're so 

arrogant, do you dare to bet your life or not?" 

"What's not …" 

"No way!" Ye Yuan spoke halfway and was interrupted by Luo Yunqing. 

Ye Yuan's existence was the Martial Secure Heavenly Sect's future hope, there must not be any 

accidents. 



This Holy Son gave him an extremely dangerous feeling. He could not watch Ye Yuan take the risk 

unfeelingly. 

It was not that he was not confident in Ye Yuan, but that he did not want Ye Yuan to take risks. 

Cang Yongning laughed mockingly and said, "If you don't dare, kneel down and admit fault!" 

"Brother Luo, calm down. You don't think that I wouldn't even be able to win a trash, right?" Ye Yuan 

gave Luo Yunqing a glance and said with a faint smile. 

Luo Yunqing's brows furrowed slightly, but he was still not at ease. 

This young man was guarded by a Jade Sovereign Heaven powerhouse. He was definitely not an 

ordinary person in the Pill Alliance. 

With the Pill Alliance sending him here, they probably had the confidence that he would definitely win. 

Therefore, he had no choice but to be careful. 

Ye Yuan looked at Cang Yongning and said, "I'll bet with you!" 

Cang Yongning smiled and said, "Okay, you and I draw up an origin divinity curse! The loser will die by 

origin divinity backlash!" 

Ye Yuan said coolly, "As you wish!" 

Luo Yunqing still wanted to say something, but Ye Yuan said, "Brother Lou, shrinking back here, it will 

waste all the previous efforts! You wouldn't think that the Pill Alliance really only had this sort of trash, 

right? Their strength is stronger than we imagine! Furthermore, only by defeating the holy son, can it 

demonstrate the Pill Pavilion's might even more!" 

In reality, Ye Yuan had long felt it. 

The Pill Alliance was an extremely powerful organization. Their heavenly alchemists had gained 

knowledge on the essence of Alchemy Dao. 

In fact, it achieved the same wondrous effect with different means as his alchemy path. 

The opponents that Ye Yuan defeated along the way, their basic skills were all extremely solid and their 

strength was extremely formidable. 

And these were still merely just the heavenly alchemists garrisoning outside. 

Then how strong were the Pill Alliance's internal heavenly alchemists? 

With Ye Yuan fighting all this way, it was in order to force out the Pill Alliance's true strength. 

If they could not even see the opponent's true strength, then this war need not be fought anymore too. 

Since this young man in front of him was able to become the holy son, his strength was naturally 

extraordinary. 

At least, it would definitely be much stronger than those before! 



Luo Yunqing's expression flickered indeterminately and he could only say, "Then you be careful!" 

Ye Yuan nodded slightly, turned around, and set up an origin divinity curse with Cang Yongning! 

But after signing it, Cang Yongning laughed loudly and said, "Boy, wait to suffer the origin divinity curse 

and die! You probably haven't even figured out the grades of heavenly pills, right? The world only knows 

that heavenly pills are divided into nine grades, and grand completion ninth grade is the limit! But they 

don't know that my Pill Alliance can refine even higher grade heavenly pills! Above ninth grade is true 

grade!" 

One stone stirred up a thousand ripples! 

Cang Yongning's words immediately caused a huge response. 

They had never heard before that there was an even higher quality above ninth grade! 

Because no one had ever been able to refine it! 

Ninth grade was already a legendary grade in their mind, much less true grade that had never been 

heard of! 

"True grade, what kind of grade is that?" 

"Since the Pill Alliance's holy son said so, doesn't that mean that he can refine it?" 

"It turns out that he dug a hole for Ye Yuan!" 

… … 

After the shock, people also understood one after another, the reason why Cang Yongning was betting 

his life with Ye Yuan. 

He was certain that Ye Yuan had never heard of true grade before. It was naturally even more 

impossible to refine true grade. 

As long as Ye Yuan signed an origin divinity curse with him, then Ye Yuan would die without a doubt! 

What a malicious guy! 

Luo Yunqing's gaze turned sharp and he said in a cold voice, "Boy, you cheated!" 

Without another word, Luo Yunqing's long sword was unsheathed and he rushed over. 

Uncle Wen gave a cold snort and slammed a fist out. 

Boom! 

With a collision, Luo Yunqing was actually shocked until he fell back. 

But Uncle Wen did not budge an inch! 

"Jade Face Swordsman, indeed extraordinary! Blocked my punch and you can actually come out safe 

and sound!" Uncle Wen praised. 

But Luo Yunqing's expression was very ugly. 



This old man's strength was extremely strong, he was not a match! 

"Brother Luo, betting lives was something that both parties were willing to do in the first place! Since 

the origin divinity contract is already signed, let's talk about it after fighting! Moreover, I believe that it 

isn't such an easy thing for him to want to refine true grade either, right?" Ye Yuan said coolly. 

Cang Yongning smiled and said, "That's right! Refining true grade can come by with luck but not by 

seeking it! In the Pill Alliance, many elders have refined true grade and they could only reach it one-in-

ten as well. But my strength has already surpassed many elders! When I refine five times, there will be 

one time where it can reach the realm of true grade! Otherwise, how do you think I became the holy 

son?" 

True grade, this was an unfamiliar term to everyone. 

They had never heard of it before, let alone seen it. 

But without a doubt, this was definitely a realm that was out of reach. 

The Pill Alliance's elders were at least grade four heavenly alchemists too! 

This kind of realm can only reach one-in-ten too; it could be seen how strong Cang Yongning's strength 

was! 

Before this, Ye Yuan had never heard of this realm before as well. 

Even Zhong Jianchou's jade slips did not have it. 

Clearly, Zhong Jianchou had never reached this realm before too. 

Ye Yuan's heart sank slightly. This Pill Alliance's background was deep beyond imagination. 

One could tell from Cang Yongning's words that most likely, the vast majority of the Pill Alliance's grade 

four heavenly alchemists, could reach the realm of true grade! 

Unrivaled Medicine God 

Chapter 2623: Peak Showdown! 

After the two decided on the pill formula, Cang Yongning said with a contemptuous look, “This holy son 

will let you broaden your horizons today! I’ll make you understand what’s called a frog at the bottom of 

a well!” 

His words also made people realize the truly powerful aspect of the Pill Alliance, this faction. 

Ninth grade golden pills were already legends in the outside world. 

But the Pill Alliance could refine even rarer true grade heavenly pills! 

This disparity was too great! 

What Cang Yongning represented was just the tip of the iceberg of the Pill Alliance. 

He was just the holy son. Then what about the Pill Alliance’s elders? 

Also, what about the even stronger Alliance Chief? 
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Unimaginable! 

Furthermore, the Pill Alliance practically monopolized Rainclear Continent’s heavenly medicines and 

heavenly pills. Then how many powerful martial artists had they groomed? 

Thinking about it like this, everyone could not help being fear-stricken! 

At the same time, they also silently mourned Ye Yuan. 

Ye Yuan was indeed a genius who rose up like a comet, nobody could deny this. 

But what he did wrong was that he should not have provoked the Pill Alliance! 

Now, he ended up with the outcome of perishing and Dao dissipating. 

No one felt that Ye Yuan would win. This was because the outside world had never heard of true grade 

before. 

Never even heard of it before, so how to refine it? 

The moment Cang Yongning made a move, everyone’s expressions changed. 

His every action and conduct, every move and stance, carried the accumulations of Great Dao. 

The place where he stood, every inch of it formed a world of its own! 

And the aura radiating from his body quickly affected Ye Yuan. 

“So strong! Is this the Pill Alliance’s true strength?” 

“When Holy Son is refining pills, it’s completely different from ordinary heavenly alchemists! The relative 

superiority or inferiority can be distinguished in virtually one glance!” 

“Such a refinement combines Dao into one! One pill, one world, it’s exhibited to the extreme in Holy 

Son’s hands! Looks like Ye Yuan really has no hope!” 

… … 

Alchemy battles between heavenly alchemists, sometimes, the relative superiority or inferiority could 

not be differentiated until the moment the quality was tested. 

But as soon as Cang Yongning made his move, everyone noticed the difference. 

Some people refined pills by intuition. 

Some people refined pills based on experience. 

But some people relied on powerful strength to refine pills! 

The vast majority of the heavenly alchemists in this world were the former two kinds. 

And the first two kinds of heavenly alchemists, no matter how sensitive your intuition was, no matter 

how experienced you were, there was also a feeling of groping for fish in muddied waters. 

It was merely a matter of knowing how to do something, but not understanding why. 



But the third kind of heavenly alchemist operated from a strategically advantageous position, with a 

definite target in mind. 

They rarely made mistakes when refining pills and the quality was extremely high. 

This kind of heavenly alchemist was like an extremely sophisticated instrument, each step of the pill 

refinement was carried out according to a set route. 

Such a refinement would not make any mistakes at all. 

Holy Son clearly belonged to this type of people. 

Ye Yuan also felt Cang Yongning’s power. It was just that he did not care. 

The stronger the opponent, the more it could stimulate his fighting spirit. 

He restrained his mind and cupped his fists. A Tai Chi diagram suddenly formed. 

A surge of Great Dao accumulations erupted vigorously, it actually pushed Holy Son’s Great Dao 

accumulations out! 

Cang Yongning already had no distractions in his heart. But being scoured by this power of Great Dao, he 

could not help being surprised in his heart. 

He did not expect that Ye Yuan’s alchemy path strength was actually so strong. 

But when competing in alchemy, he had no time to spare for other things too. 

They were betting lives and could not crack any jokes. 

Hence, the two started an alchemy battle that left people dizzy. 

The moment Ye Yuan made his move, it could not avoid arousing a wave of shock. 

They did not expect that what Holy Son could do, Ye Yuan could do it too! 

The two people’s alchemy battle was very anxious. 

No one could predict how the final result would be. 

This kind of alchemy battle did not have glints and flashes of cold steel, but people similarly felt the 

intensity. 

As if these two masters were currently going back and forth, fighting fiercely without ceasing. 

After several hours, the two people virtually finished refining at the same time. 

Holy Son’s gaze turned toward Ye Yuan, frowning slightly. 

This boy’s stubbornness somewhat exceeded his imagination. 

He was sure that his Alchemy Dao was definitely above Ye Yuan’s. 

But that was just because his cultivation realm was higher than Ye Yuan’s! 



Cang Yongning was a grade three heavenly alchemist! 

Therefore, he was very dissatisfied with this result. 

“Open the furnace! Looking at your expression, true grade should be hopeless, right?” Ye Yuan said 

coolly. 

Cang Yongning’s face turned black and he said in a solemn voice, “Boy, winning you don’t have to be 

true grade either! If you don’t reach grand completion ninth grade, you’ll likewise lose!” 

Ye Yuan smiled and said, “Oh, is that so? Then I’m afraid that I’ll have to disappoint you.” 

Cang Yongning said in a solemn voice, “Open the furnace!” 

The two people’s divine essence shook, each opening their furnace. 

Two dazzling golden medicinal pills flew out, it naturally attracted a wave of exclamations. 

The moment they made their move, it was a ninth grade golden pill! 

These two people’s strength was really ridiculous. 

Disregarding the Pill Alliance’s holy son, being powerful was to be expected too. 

But they did not expect that Ye Yuan was actually not the slightest bit inferior when facing such a 

powerful opponent. 

Cang Yongning sneered and said, “Boy, don’t be pleased with yourself too early! Even if it’s the same 

grand completion ninth grade, there are minute differences too! The result still needs to use the Cloud 

Mount Mother Stone to test before it can be confirmed! No need to doubt it. This holy son is definitely 

peak ninth grade, without the slightest flaw! As for you,?heh heh?…” 

Cang Yongning’s words had unfinished meaning, but the meaning was already very obvious. 

He completely did not believe that Ye Yuan’s medicinal pill could compare to his. 

The quality of heavenly pills, even if there was the slightest error, would have subtle differences. 

Pills were divided into nine grades. This was just a rough differentiation. 

In reality, even if similarly upper ninth grade, the quality of the medicinal pill still had minute 

differences. 

Normally, there naturally would not be anyone who would care about these minute differences. 

But, when two people’s strengths were extremely close, this trace of difference was of utmost 

importance. 

This kind of minute difference could not be felt. Only through a sophisticated treasure like the Cloud 

Mount Mother Stone, could it be discerned. 

When Ye Yuan heard that, he just shrugged and said coolly, “Since when did a trash can be so confident? 

Stop talking rubbish and appraise it!” 



Cang Yongning gave a cold snort and reached his hand out to beckon, and his heavenly pills arrived on 

the Cloud Mount Mother Stone. 

The scales soared madly all the way until it rushed to the peak in the end and had no way of rising 

anymore! 

Buzz! 

There was an uproar from the crowd, they were all stunned by this scene. 

What did this show? 

This showed that Cang Yongning’s heavenly pill already reached the perfection of ninth grade! 

Just as he said, without the slightest flaws! 

“It’s over! Holy Son won for sure with this!” 

“At least, Holy Son is already established in an undefeatable position!” 

“Ye Yuan can at most just tie with Holy Son. But, I reckon that it’s very hard! Holy Son’s strength is 

absolutely at peak ninth grade, and it’s even possible to refine true grade! But Ye Yuan’s heavenly pill 

likely still has a tiny trace of flaw!” 

… … 

Everyone shook their heads, knowing that the outcome was a foregone conclusion. 

This was competing against ninth grade perfection, unless Ye Yuan could refine true grade. 

Otherwise, he could at most fight to a draw. 

But how difficult was it to reach a draw? 

Cang Yongning gave a cold laugh and sent the Cloud Mount Mother Stone in front of Ye Yuan and said, 

“Punk, it’s your turn! At the thought of you suffering the agony of the origin divinity curse, this holy son 

finds it very enjoyable right now!?Hahaha?…” 

Ye Yuan just smiled and did not talk nonsense either, sending his heavenly pill onto the Cloud Mount 

Mother Stone. 

Unrivaled Medicine God 

Chapter 2624: Evenly Matched! 

The scale soared all the way, straight up to ninth grade! 

Everyone held their breath, staring fixedly at the Cloud Mount Mother Stone. 

Only two people were aloof and indifferent. 

One was Cang Yongning; a hint of an arch appeared at the corner of his mouth, already feeling certain 

that it was impossible for Ye Yuan to reach ninth grade perfection. 

While the other was Ye Yuan himself; it was as if nothing could move him. 
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Or should one say, that was confidence. 

It was just that this confidence was so laughable when it landed in Cang Yongning's eyes. 

Did this guy really think that ninth grade superlative was so easy to achieve? 

What kind of pain Cang Yongning himself experienced in the process of ninth grade to ninth grade, only 

he himself knew. 

Without endless tempering, without willpower and perseverance, it was simply impossible to achieve! 

How many complicated procedures were there in a pill refinement? 

If it really needed to be sorted it out in detail, that was absolutely an astronomical order of magnitude! 

Even if there was just a tiny trace of oversight, it would also make the quality unable to truly be 

consummated and reach perfection. 

Even in the Pill Alliance, there was also a sentence that was circulated. 

Ninth grade was easy; perfection was hard to seek! 

Even some senior elders found it very difficult to truly reach perfection too! 

It could be seen how difficult this step was! 

If not for this, he, Cang Yongning, would also have not been able to overpower all heroes and become 

the holy son! 

Therefore, it was impossible for Ye Yuan to reach perfection! 

The scale rose little by little. It reached grand completion ninth grade very quickly. 

This was also within reason. 

Ye Yuan's heavenly pill could be discerned to be grand completion ninth grade using the naked eye. 

But, whether or not it could reach ninth grade perfection, this was the crux! 

As the scale continued rising continuously, approaching the peak bit by bit, the audience was silent. 

Cang Yongning smiled and said, "Being able to reach this step, your strength is already very good! Of 

course, if not because of this, it would have been impossible for you to force this holy son out too!" 

Watching the scale approach perfection little by little, Cang Yongning was still talking in a jovial manner. 

But the scale did not have the intention of stopping. It still closed in on perfection bit by bit. 

Everyone's hearts were pounding. 

There was only less than the distance of a fingernail to perfection. 

Could it reach perfection? 

At this time, even Cang Yongning's breathing became somewhat uneven too. 



A thread away! 

The scale continued climbing and reached half a fingernail very soon. 

Then, it closed in on perfection little by little. 

Cang Yongning's breathing became more and more labored along with the increase of the scale. 

"Maxed!" Right at the moment when the scale reached the limit, Luo Yunqing was the first to yell out. 

He should be the most worried among the audience. 

During this testing, he felt even more nervous than experiencing a great battle. 

The slightest difference determined Ye Yuan's life and death! 

That instant when the scale reached the limit, Luo Yunqing felt his nerves that were tightly bound finally 

loosen. 

"Ninth grade perfection! Ye Yuan also reached ninth grade perfection!" 

"My God, he actually fought to a draw with the Pill Alliance's holy son!" 

"It turns out that Ye Yuan's strength is actually so strong! No wonder he dares to set up the Pill Pavilion 

and contend with the Pill Alliance!" 

… … 

There was a series of exclamations all around, everyone was also extremely amazed. 

They did not understand alchemy, but this did not prevent them from knowing about the difficulty of 

ninth grade perfection. 

It could be said that for the scale on the Cloud Mount Mother Stone to reach the limit, this was originally 

something that was theoretical. 

During the complicated and elaborate refinement, who dared to guarantee that there would be no 

mistakes? 

The Pill Alliance's Holy Son could do it, but that was because he was standing at the very summit of the 

Rainclear Continent's alchemy path! 

He had the Pill Alliance's deep legacy! 

He had endless heavenly medicines to practice! 

He had conditions that other heavenly alchemists were not equipped with! 

But Ye Yuan had nothing! 

He reached this step too! 

How could this not make people marvel? 

Cang Yongning's expression was ugly to the extreme. 



What right did this guy have? 

How much hardship had he suffered? How many trials had he gone through to reach this step himself? 

What right did this guy have to reach the sky in one step? 

The Pill Alliance had naturally investigated Ye Yuan before. Cang Yongning knew that the time Ye Yuan 

ascended had not been long! 

In fact, when this guy just ascended, his affinity was only one point! 

If not for this, he also would not have underestimated Ye Yuan so much. 

But what right did this guy have to reach ninth grade perfection in such a short time? 

No, it must be a fluke! 

Definitely a fluke! 

"Lord Holy Son, this ninth grade perfection doesn't seem to be so hard! You said it like flowers were 

cascading from the sky, saying to let me broaden my horizons. I was wondering how difficult it was!" Ye 

Yuan looked at Cang Yongning and said with a smile that was not a smile. 

Cang Yongning's face turned black, instantly having a feeling like he had his face slapped. 

He postured too hard previously. Who knew that this guy was lucky and refined ninth grade perfection 

in one go? 

He gave a cold snort and said in a solemn voice, "Humph, just got lucky, that's all! Do you think that you 

can reach ninth grade perfection each time? Furthermore, don't you forget, this round is the heavenly 

pill of your choice! In the next round, I'll choose! Let me tell you, refining grade two heavenly pills, ninth 

grade perfection is my bottom-line! Also, you have to prevent me from refining a true grade heavenly 

pill at any time!" 

Ye Yuan shrugged and said with a smile, "We'll wait and see then! I want to see whether this ninth grade 

perfection is really that difficult or not." 

Both were ninth grade perfection. They naturally could not differentiate the relative superiority or 

inferiority. 

The second round alchemy battle was naturally prepared ready very quickly. 

The first round was the pill formula that Ye Yuan picked. 

This round, it was Cang Yongning's turn. 

Cang Yongning directly chose a heavenly imperial pill! 

He looked at Ye Yuan and said with a cold smile, "Heaven Decree Ice Marrow Pill, it's my Pill Alliance's 

unique pill formula, it has never circulated in the outside world before. It should be your first time 

refining, right? This holy son wants to see whether you can still reach ninth grade perfection or not!" 



Ye Yuan was indifferent and said with a faint smile, "Another kind of heavenly imperial pill formula is it? 

Your Pill Alliance's foundation is really deep enough! Thank you for your pill formula." 

Cang Yongning sneered and said, "You'll be crying in a while." 

A few hours later, the second round alchemy battle started again! 

Sure enough, it was still evenly matched in strength! 

This Heaven Decree Ice Marrow Pill, Ye Yuan refined it without the slightest sluggish feeling, as if he had 

gone through severe training. 

During these three months of alchemy battle, Ye Yuan was already very familiar with grade two 

heavenly pills. 

Whether or not it was the first time refining, it did not make a big difference to him. 

Actually, when Cang Yongning took out this heavenly imperial pill, he was not hoping that it could stump 

Ye Yuan all at once. 

He understood that for Ye Yuan to be able to refine ninth grade perfection, his understanding of 

Alchemy Dao was already tracing back to the source. 

A heavenly imperial pill was not enough to stump him. 

However, when tracing back to the source again, there were still many uncertain factors in an unfamiliar 

pill formula. 

As long as Ye Yuan's foundation was the slightest bit not solid, flaws would occur. 

If flaws occurred, it would not be able to reach ninth grade perfection. 

This way, his victory would be within grasp! 

At this time, what they competed in was true strength! 

Refining a heavenly imperial pill, the two people's commotion was greater than before. 

As intense as always! 

After a few hours, the two people finished refining. 

After opening the furnace, sure enough, it was both grand completion ninth grade again. 

This spectacular sight naturally attracted another wave of exclamations. 

This kind of pinnacle showdown was simply enjoyable to them. 

Cang Yongning was brimming with confidence, directly placing the heavenly pill onto the Cloud Mount 

Mother Stone. 

The scale reached its peak very quickly. 

Ninth grade perfection again! 
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“Ninth grade perfection again! Tied again!” 

“Too strong! The two are both too strong!” 

“When heavenly imperial pills reached their hands, it can actually reach ninth grade perfection too! 

Really too monstrous!” 

… … 

Ye Yuan’s heavenly imperial pill reached ninth grade perfection again. This made the whole audience 

seethe with excitement once more. 

They had never seen before such a fierce alchemy competition. The two people’s Alchemy Dao had both 

reached the extreme, there was no way of determining the victor at all. 

Bringing out a heavenly imperial pill now, the two people similarly reached ninth grade perfection! 

Especially that the Cloudarch Great Nation at this time, many ascender heavenly alchemists had already 

gathered. 

They were astonished by Ye Yuan’s performance! 

Cang Yongning was a native heavenly alchemist, his affinity even reached a horrifying 70 plus, his 

strength being powerful was within reason. 

But, as an ascender heavenly alchemist, Ye Yuan could actually contend with Cang Yongning this holy 

son with ten points affinity! 

How amazingly talented was that! 

Cang Yongning’s smugness had not lasted very long and his expression had already become very dark. 

Got slapped in the face again this time! 

The pill formula came from him. Furthermore, it was even a heavenly imperial pill, Ye Yuan definitely 

had not refined it before. 

But he still reached ninth grade perfection! 

He discovered that he severely underestimated Ye Yuan’s strength. 

This guy was likely not far away from true grade as well! 

Of course, Cang Yongning was clearly that ninth grade perfection to true grade, that was a great chasm! 

Even in the Pill Alliance, the elders capable of refining true grade were very few too. 

Ye Yuan being able to reach ninth grade perfection did not mean that he could refine true grade too. 

However, Cang Yongning also realized that ninth grade perfection was likely unable to defeat Ye Yuan 

anymore! 
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Wanting to defeat Ye Yuan, there was only true grade! 

“Lord Holy Son, the question that you asked is just so-so as well! Seems like reaching ninth grade 

perfection isn’t too difficult!” Ye Yuan mocked. 

Cang Yongning calmed down instead at this time and said in a solemn voice, “It’s your turn to pose the 

question!” 

Seeing Cang Yongning’s appearance, everyone was slightly somber in their hearts. 

They all realized that Cang Yongning was serious! 

Once Cang Yongning got serious, it meant that the chances of true grade appearing would probably 

greatly increase! 

Cang Yongning said it before that when he refined grade two heavenly pills, the probability of true grade 

was about one in five times! 

Now, two times had already passed, there were not many chances left for Ye Yuan anymore! 

Ye Yuan did not care and said with a faint smile,?“Uh,?grade two Foundation Establishment Heavenly Pill 

then!” 

“Grade two Foundation Establishment Heavenly Pill! H-He’s mad, right?” 

“Choosing this kind of basic heavenly pill, wouldn’t the probability of Holy Son reaching true grade be 

higher?” 

“What’s Ye Yuan thinking, isn’t this digging his own grave? 

… … 

Those ascender heavenly alchemists directly burst into an uproar. 

If one had to say, they were the same as Ye Yuan, all ascenders. There was naturally a natural sense of 

closeness. 

If Ye Yuan could really win, the Pill Pavilion would be able to stand up to the Pill Alliance as an equal. 

Then, the springtime of them all, these ascender heavenly alchemists, would be here! 

But Ye Yuan actually dug his own grave now and ruined the Great Wall himself! 

Cang Yongning narrowed his eyes and said with a smile, “Very good! Looks like you’re very confident in 

the grade two Foundation Establishment Heavenly Pill! Do you want to use the grade two Foundation 

Establishment Heavenly Pill to break through to true grade?” 

Ye Yuan smiled and said, “Why? Can’t I?” 

Cang Yongning nodded slightly and said, “Of course you can. However, you’ll have to hurry it up!” 

Ye Yuan nodded and said,?“Mn,?I’ll hurry up!” 

The third round began very soon. 



This time, it was even more thrilling! 

Cang Yongning said that he would reach true grade one out of five times. 

This did not mean that he would only refine a true grade on the fifth try. 

This was an issue of probability! 

A probability of one-in-five! 

This was also to say that Cang Yongning might be able to directly refine a true grade heavenly pill this 

time! 

After all, a grade two Foundation Establishment Heavenly Pill this sort of basic heavenly pill, it was 

seriously too easy to Cang Yongning! 

The simpler, the higher the probability of refining true grade naturally. 

Refining a grade two Foundation Establishment Heavenly Pill, the situation was far more intense than 

everyone imagined. 

The two people’s Alchemy Dao were virtually brought out to the extreme. 

That profound and inscrutable accumulations of Great Dao seemed to be like a splendid burst of martial 

techniques, clashing chaotically all around. 

While Cang Yongning’s Great Dao accumulations were incomparably powerful, Ye Yuan’s Great Dao 

accumulations were extremely solid! 

Refining a grade two basic heavenly pill, the two people clearly accomplished it with even greater ease 

and could put more energy on the other party. 

This battle dazzled everyone’s eyes. 

The refinement ended, the furnaces opened! 

Cang Yongning’s expression was very ugly. 

He failed! 

This guy was seriously too hard to deal with! 

Sure enough, the end result was still both ninth grade perfection! 

Unexpectedly, Cang Yongning also chose a grade two basic pill in the fourth round! 

But the two still drew a tie in the fourth round! 

Following which, the fifth round, sixth round, all the way until the 19th round, the two still only refined 

ninth grade perfection. 

Cang Yongning did not use a true grade heavenly pill to seal the victory like he said! 

A total of 19 rounds were carried out for half a month! 



The crowd in front of Cloud Leisure Establishment gathered more and more and was already densely 

packed. 

Many people even inquired and rushed over from various places. 

This kind of pinnacle alchemy battle already attracted more and more people’s attention. 

And at the scene, the people were almost asphyxiated by such fierce alchemy battles. 

Too nervous, too exciting! 

These two practically represented Rainclear Continent’s pinnacle-most alchemy path standard. 

When Cang Yongning brought out true grade this obstruction, everyone all thought that Ye Yuan would 

lose. 

But he persevered for a full 19 rounds! 

Ye Yuan’s stubbornness surpassed everyone’s imagination. 

This was a fierce battle. It was not just a test of strength; it was a test of character, spirit, and 

endurance! 

After half a month, this level of peak showdown, the two people’s minds were already tightly wound to 

the extreme. 

Even if Cang Yongning was a grade three heavenly alchemist and was much stronger to begin with, it 

was already more than he could bear. 

This alchemy battle had an even greater expenditure than experiencing a war unequaled by 

contemporaries! 

Since it was called an alchemy battle, the two people’s refinement, Great Dao accumulations, aura 

perception, all were crossing swords every hour and moment! 

He was somewhat unable to imagine how Ye Yuan persevered. 

Apart from the first round and second round, the remaining 17 rounds, the two people both chose grade 

two Foundation Establishment Heavenly Pill. 

But no one broke through! 

The 19 rounds were tied without exception! 

After a bout of adjusting his breathing, Ye Yuan said disdainfully,?“Huhu,?you said one in five. Now, 

there have already been 19 matches, you haven’t even refined true grade once! The Pill Alliance’s Holy 

Son is merely thus!” 

Cang Yongning got serious, but he really could not do anything to Ye Yuan! 

He discovered that this guy was simply too difficult to deal with. 

Ye Yuan was like a perpetual motion machine. After fighting 19 consecutive matches, he could still keep 

up with his pace! 



Cang Yongning was very certain that Ye Yuan’s mind had already reached its limit. 

Because he, this grade three heavenly alchemist, the Pill Alliance’ holy son, had already reached his limit 

too! 

But he was just able to hold on. 

Cang Yongning had to admit that if it were him, he would not have been able to hold on! 

At this point, what they competed in was already not just strength, but even more of will! 

Whoever failed to persist first would be eliminated! 
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Ye Yuan had to admit that Cang Yongning was the strongest opponent that he had encountered so far, 

not one of! 

Even the Medicine Ancestor back then was not worth mentioning in front of Ye Yuan too. 

Medicine Ancestor's might was merely just because his cultivation realm was high, that was all. 

When Ye Yuan's cultivation realm came up, he became too weak to stand up to the competition. 

But, regarding Cang Yongning's might, that was a strength like a piece of steel that had been tempered a 

hundred times! 

The power of the Pill Alliance's foundation exceeded Ye Yuan's imagination. 

If one holy son was already like this, then how strong was the alchemy path strength of the Pill Alliance's 

leader? 

Unimaginable! 

In terms of talent, in terms of strength, in terms of cultivation realm, Ye Yuan even lost by a hair! 

Even if it was the foundation that Ye Yuan had always been proudest of, Cang Yongning was extremely 

solid too. 

It might not be as good as Ye Yuan, but it would absolutely not go so far as to become a shortcoming! 

Such an opponent, it was far too difficult to want to beat him. 

But it was also precisely because of this that Ye Yuan was even more eager to defeat the other party! 

If that Han Yi was his whetstone in Martial Dao, then this Cang Yongning was the best whetstone on his 

path of Alchemy Dao! 

In the current circumstances, it was simply impossible to determine the victor within ninth grade. 

Only whoever could break the shackles and reach true grade could win! 

Eight years of closed-seclusion, Ye Yuan had long detected that there was likely an even higher grade 

above ninth grade perfection. 
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But this step was fleeting and ephemeral. He was separated by a layer of windowpane paper from this, 

but could not piece it all along. 

Ye Yuan had no succession of teachings from a teacher. With no foundation, he could only rely on his 

own fumbling. 

But Cang Yongning was the best whetstone that the Pill Alliance gave him! 

Therefore, he did his utmost to prevent Cang Yongning from refining true grade for now. 

While he himself also had to break the shackles amidst this tipping point! 

This alchemy battle could be said to be the most difficult battle on his path of alchemy! 

30 matches, tied! 

40 matches, tied! 

50 matches, still tied! 

In a blink, the two people had already been fighting fiercely for more than three months. 

Even those people who had been watching the battle from the start, could not quite hold on anymore. 

But the two people in the field were still fighting non-stop! 

Yes, this alchemy battle already evolved into a war! 

The outcome was this battle was too important! 

Regardless of whether it was Ye Yuan or Cang Yongning, neither could afford to lose! 

This alchemy battle already caused a great sensation in the Five Light Heavenly Region, even in the 

entire Rainclear Continent! 

Countless heavenly alchemists gathered at Cloudarch Great Nation. 

The five great heavenly sects' sect masters were also all present at this time. 

Countless powerhouses' gazes focused on a measly little Cloudarch Great Nation. 

Before this, even if Ye Yuan challenged 17 grandmasters in a row, these sect master overlords also did 

not feel that there was anything. 

In their view, that was merely Martial Secure Heavenly Sect's deathbed struggle. 

But, after three months, everyone's views had changed. 

Because they all realized that this alchemy battle would probably affect the entire Rainclear Continent's 

structure! 

If Ye Yuan won this battle, the Pill Pavilion would immediately become a superpower capable of 

contending with the Pill Alliance! 

Henceforth, ascenders did not need to be restricted by the Pill Alliance anymore! 



This battle held extraordinary significance! 

But the prerequisite was that Ye Yuan won! 

In the royal palace of Cloudarch Great Nation, the emperor could only wait outside Jinluan Hall. 

The sect masters of the five great heavenly sects were gathered here at this time! 

The five people's gazes were staring at the light screen in front. 

What was displayed on the light screen was precisely the projection of Ye Yuan and Cang Yongning's 

alchemy battle. 

Shangyu Heavenly Sect's sect master, Ling Wancheng could not resist exclaiming, "Feng Xuanyi, I didn't 

expect that your Martial Secure Heavenly Sect actually produced such a rare prodigy! If he wins this 

battle, Ye Yuan's name can likely be on par with Lord Zhuo Bufan!" 

Xingyun Heavenly Sect's sect master, Hua Ziyou nodded in agreement and said, "After Lord Zhuo Bufan, 

our five great heavenly sects met with hindrance everywhere and were powerless to support the 

frontiers. The biggest reason is this heavenly pill! If the momentum of the Pill Pavilion is formed, we 

ascenders won't have to be restricted anymore! In as little as a thousand years or as many as 3000 

years, our Five Light Heavenly Region will definitely be able to replicate our glory!" 

Myriad Manifestation Heavenly Sect's sect master, Yang Jie's brows furrowed slightly, having much 

unhappiness with these remarks. 

After all, the Myriad Manifestation Heavenly Sect was the central sect, the leader of the five sects! 

But he also had no choice but to admit that Ling Wancheng and Hua Ziyou's statements made sense. 

Zhuo Bufan was amazingly talented, standing proudly in the firmament. 

But such a person was too rare after all. 

However, if the Pill Pavilion's momentum could form, it would be able to create a large number of 

experts. 

The combat power of ascenders greatly surpassed native powerhouses in the first place. 

If there was the help of heavenly pills, it would naturally be even more like adding wings to a tiger. 

It was no exaggeration to say that it was changing the structure of Rainclear Continent in the slightest! 

When he heard the news of Ye Yuan battling Cang Yongning, Feng Xuanyi was dumbfounded too. 

The Pill Alliance came into being domineeringly. Who would have expected that they were actually 

forced by Ye Yuan into such a situation? 

Ye Yuan's agreement of 20 years was really not empty talk! 

If the Pill Pavilion's momentum formed, why would his Martial Secure Heavenly Sect still need to be 

scared of whatever Pill Alliance? 



What was laughable was that those short-sighted people in the sect were probably embarrassed until 

they had no face to come out anymore now, right? 

"Feng Xuanyi, if Ye Yuan can really win, you can't go back on the promise that your Pill Pavilion made 

back then! Otherwise, my Myriad Manifestation Heavenly Sect will be the first to disapprove!" Yang Jie 

suddenly said. 

The so-called promise was Ye Yuan saying back then that the Pill Pavilion was an open faction and would 

not forcefully recruit heavenly alchemists like the Pill Alliance. 

This was of utmost importance to the other four sects! 

The heavenly alchemists were snatched away by you alone. What had it got to do with us still? 

At that point, after the Pill Pavilion rose, wouldn't it become another Pill Alliance? 

Feng Xuanyi nodded and said, "Central Sect, please rest assured. Ye Yuan said before that as long as it's 

the five great heavenly sects' disciples, the Pill Pavilion will be completely opened to them! As long as 

they are heavenly alchemists who joined the Pill Pavilion, they will be able to browse all of the pill 

formulas and receive the best training! After success, the five great heavenly sects' disciples will return 

to their sects respectively and be their own masters! If Ye Yuan can win, the five of us can sign a treaty 

on the spot and keep to this constraint for generations to come! It's just that our five great heavenly 

sects are of the same breath and branch to begin with. The rise of the Pill Pavilion also needs the 

support of the Central Sect and the three sects!" 

Yang Jie's expression eased up slightly, and he said with a nod, "That's of course! If the Pill Pavilion is 

formed, our five sects should join forces and drive the Pill Alliance out of Five Light Heavenly Region!" 

Feng Xuanyi nodded slightly, his gaze landing on the light screen again. 

He secretly cheered Ye Yuan on in his heart. 

There were no two ways about it. It all fell under the prerequisite that Ye Yuan could win! 

If Ye Yuan failed, the Martial Secure Heavenly Sect would likely suffer a devastating blow! 

The implications of this alchemy battle were seriously too great. 

No one expected that things would actually play out until like this. 

Each of the two people's alchemy battle was like a layer of a whirlpool. 

As the number of matches increased, this whirlpool got bigger and bigger, increasingly larger. 

Finally, it affected the entire Rainclear Continent! 

Now, the general trend had already formed, no one could reverse it anymore. 

Most likely, the Pill Alliance's Alliance Chief also did not expect that there would be such consequences 

when he sent Cang Yongning out, right?" 

The situation could no longer be controlled. 



These two people's alchemy battle would eventually collapse. 

Either the Pill Alliance collapses, or the Five Light Heavenly Region crumbles! 

If the Pill Alliance collapsed, they would merely withdraw from Five Light Heavenly Region. 

But if the Five Light Heavenly Region collapsed, their days in the future would be difficult! 

Suddenly, Feng Xuanyi's gaze turned sharp. This alchemy battle that had dragged on finally made waves 

again! 
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"Dao rule!" Yang Jie's gaze turned intent and he cried out in surprise. 

"This is Alchemy Dao rule! But who brought this down?" Hua Ziyou said with a frown. 

At this time, the entire Cloudarch Great Nation was in a stir! 

The sky was normal, but the air pressure over Cloudarch Great Nation was low until it was depressing. 

Everyone felt as if the sky was pressing down. 

People started to realize that the victor of this drawn out pinnacle showdown was finally going to be 

determined! 

It was just that, who on earth brought down this Alchemy Dao rule? 

Or maybe, they both attracted it. 

On a watchtower in the city, two men were currently watching this alchemy battle from afar. 

Noticing the descend of the Dao rule, one of them, a white-robed middle-aged man, had a hint of a 

smile revealed at the corners of his mouth. 

"Looks like the die is cast, our arrangements are no longer necessary! Feibai, looks like your day of 

becoming famous worldwide will be postponed again." The white-robed middle-aged man looked at the 

man with a cold expression beside him as he said smilingly. 

The identities of these two men were extraordinary. 

The white-robed middle-aged man was the Pill Alliance's deputy alliance chief, Huangfu Cloudthink. 

And the man with a cold expression was the Pill Alliance's Heavenly Martial Hall's Hall Master, the 

number one swordsman, Xiao Feibai! 

It was naturally impossible for this alchemy battle that swept throughout the entire Rainclear Continent 

to not arouse the Pill Alliance's attention. 

In reality, the Pill Alliance's attention to this alchemy battle exceeded the five great heavenly sects' 

imagination! 

The Pill Alliance's deputy alliance chief and number one swordsman turned up in person! 
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It was just that their whereabouts were very secretive. Plus, no one saw them at all, it was naturally not 

easy to be exposed. 

Furthermore, listening to the meaning in Huangfu Cloudthink's words, the Pill Alliance even made 

considerable arrangements targeting this alchemy battle! 

Xiao Feibai stood with his hands behind his back and said with a frosty expression, "To this Xiao, 

becoming famous or not isn't important! What's important is pursuing the limit of Sword Dao! I heard 

that the five great heavenly sects' sect masters have formidable strength. This Xiao had the intention to 

fight! But unfortunately, the opportunity has yet to arrive." 

If these words were heard by others, it would definitely set the world on fire. 

The meaning in his words was actually to challenge the five great sect masters at the same time! 

Such words were seriously too arrogant! 

What kind of powerhouses were the five great sect masters? 

One could say that similarly heavenly sects, the sect masters of the five great heavenly sects, were much 

stronger than the likes of Jadetrue Heavenly Sect! 

These were ascenders! 

Huangfu Cloudthink smiled and said, "Relax, there will be a chance! It's just that, a shame about Ye Yuan 

this boy! If he can join my Pill Alliance, it will definitely be like adding wings to a tiger!" 

Even someone as cold as Xiao Feibai also nodded in agreement and said, "A grade two heavenly 

alchemist and even an ascender, being able to force Cang Yongning to such a situation … remarkable!" 

His face did not have any expression, but the word remarkable was already sufficient to prove his 

approval of Ye Yuan. 

Cang Yongning's strength, regardless of whether it was Xiao Feibai or Huangfu Cloudthink, they were 

well aware of it. 

Furthermore, Cang Yongning's character was level-headed and he was absolutely not a flippant person. 

Otherwise, even if he was the holy son, he could not have persevered through three months of alchemy 

battles too. 

Facing Ye Yuan's entanglement and being able to proceed steadily, without making the slightest mistake 

for three months, this in itself explained everything! 

But it was also precisely because of this that it exhibited Ye Yuan's amazingness even more! 

Just as Cang Yongning said, Ye Yuan was just an ascender, just a grade two heavenly alchemist! 

Huangfu Cloudthink smiled and said, "It's just a pity, he's destined to be a dead man!" 

It was not just the two of them from the Pill Alliance that came in. 

They already had more than ten assassins lie in ambush in front of Cloud Leisure Establishment! 



If Ye Yuan won, Huangfu Cloudthink would give the order immediately to kill Ye Yuan! 

The implications of this battle were too great. 

Even the Pill Alliance could not afford to lose too. 

If they let the Pill Pavilion rise, it would cause tremendous losses to the Pill Alliance's interests. 

It was impossible for the Pill Alliance to sit by and watch the Pill Pavilion rise up! 

… … 

Dao rule was invisible. No one knew who caused it the moment it dropped down. 

But in the view of the vast majority of the people, this was likely brought down by Holy Son! 

Although this alchemy battle was deeply worrying, wanting to reach true grade just based on an 

alchemy battle, it was a little too ridiculous. 

True grade, since it was called a legendary grade, it was naturally difficult to the extreme. 

Didn't you see that even Holy Son was unable to refine it after being disturbed by Ye Yuan for so long? 

The appearance of this scene caused many people to sigh. 

A rising alchemy overlord actually fell just like that! 

Cang Yongning and Ye Yuan had clearly felt the appearance of this Dao rule too. 

After three months of fierce fighting, it was finally time to show true ability. 

A hint of excitement and smugness flitted across Cang Yongning's face. 

This battle was the most difficult to win since he made his debut! 

When the Pill Alliance sent him out, he absolutely never thought that this opponent would actually be so 

difficult! 

In these three months, he did not dare to relax the slightest bit, his entire person forced until he almost 

went mad. 

But he still did not dare to slack off. 

This was a test of will, he understood that even if there was any slacking off, the one who dies would be 

him! 

Fortunately, the clouds were dispelled and the bright moon could be seen, the Dao rule finally came! 

Cang Yongning knew that this battle was very hard-won, but the benefits obtained were unimaginable 

too. 

This kind of tenacious and formidable opponent could only be encountered with luck but not by 

searching for it! 



He could feel through the aura that even at this moment, when the Dao rule had already descended, Ye 

Yuan was still completing the refinement fastidiously. 

This opponent was worthy of respect! 

The Dao rule descended little by little. 

People could feel its existence, but could not see it. 

But they could feel that the falling speed of the Dao rule was currently getting faster and faster. 

The two people's refinement reached the most critical moment. 

"Condense!" 

At virtually the same time, the two people yelled out this word. 

Then, the Dao rule suddenly accelerated and dove down! 

Cang Yongning laughed loudly and said, "Boy, you're an opponent worthy of respect! To be able to force 

this holy son to this point, you can be sufficiently proud of yourself! But, you're destined to become a 

stepping stone on this holy son's alchemy path! You can go with peace of mind!" 

"Sigh, three months! To actually lost just like that, really not resigned to it!" 

"This Dao rule is indeed brought down by the Pill Alliance's Holy Son?" 

"Us ascenders finally had a chance to rise, but I didn't expect he is going to be defeated just like that!" 

… … 

A series of lamenting came from all around. 

As ascenders, they naturally hoped for Ye Yuan to win. 

It was just that sadly, no! 

There was only one Dao rule that fell! 

If it was two, Ye Yuan still had hopes of drawing. 

The result was already destined. 

At this time, the invisible Dao rule rushed faster and faster, falling straight to the mortal world! 

Boom! 

There was an intense tremor on the ground, everyone was stunned. 

Among the dumbfounded people, it naturally included Cang Yongning too. 

Because this Dao rule did not fall into his medicine cauldron, but it landed in Ye Yuan's medicine 

cauldron! 

The whole place was deathly silent! 



In the royal palace, the five great sect masters had stupefied faces. 

On the watchtower, Huangfu Cloudthink and Xiao Feibai had shocked faces. 

Also, the various factions' big shots all had disbelief written all over their faces too. 

Ye Yuan won! 

Fighting fiercely for three months, Ye Yuan actually broke the shackles and suppressed the Pill Alliance's 

holy son, refining true grade! 

Ye Yuan looked at Cang Yongning and said with a slight smile, I'll return those earlier words to you! 

You're indeed an opponent worthy of respect!" 
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Cang Yongning was indeed an opponent worthy of respect. 

This was Cang Yongning's most difficult battle. So how was it also not Ye Yuan's most difficult battle? 

Although this guy was haughty, one had to admit, he was absolutely an alchemy path genius! 

In alchemy, Ye Yuan had never been unduly humble, he knew that he himself was a peerless genius. 

But Cang Yongning was no less inferior to him from any angle. 

This guy was remarkable! 

But that was also more worthy of victory. 

This battle, the harvest that Ye Yuan obtained was inestimable! 

Three months of fierce fighting had stimulated all the potential in his body. 

If he still could not break through like this, then Ye Yuan would also be too much of a failure. 

In reality, what was hard was not refining true grade. 

The truly difficult thing was refining true grade under the suppression of your opponent! 

That needed your strength to truly overwhelm your opponent! 

After three months of fierce fighting, Ye Yuan's and Cang Yongning's improvements were tremendous. 

It was just that, the two of their suppression on their opponents, kept maintaining the results at ninth 

grade perfection, that was all. 

If Cang Yongning refined a pill by himself now, the chances of refining true grade would likely greatly 

increase. 

Actually, during the 26th match, Ye Yuan already felt that he had broken through. 

And all the way until now, the two had already fought 47 matches. Only then did Ye Yuan completely 

suppress Cang Yongning in terms of strength and bring down the Dao rule! 
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Of course, these were all internal. Only Ye Yuan himself knew about it. 

Even Cang Yongning himself did not detect it either. 

Therefore, he thought that this Dao rule was attracted by him. 

The entire process was like boiling the frog slowly in warm water. 

By the time the frog realized the truth, he could not jump out anymore. 

Shock and disbelief were written all over Cang Yongning's face. 

"You … You … This is impossible! This isn't possible!" He had never had such a setback in alchemy before. 

After three months of fierce fighting, he was actually surpassed by Ye Yuan in all aspects! 

This sort of thing should not have happened in his understanding! 

Ye Yuan smiled slightly and fired a stream of divine essence into the medicine cauldron. 

Buzz! 

The moment the medicine cauldron opened, an aura of Great Dao instantly spread out. 

A crystal-like medicinal pill flew onto Ye Yuan's palm quietly. 

There was no dazzling brilliance of a ninth grade golden pill and also no medicinal fragrance that greeted 

the nose. 

There was nothing other than the simple and unadorned of returning to one's original simplicity! 

That was a crystal. It looked just like an ordinary glass ball. But it gave people an extraordinary feeling at 

a glance. 

On the watchtower, Huangfu Cloudthink's eyes turned sharp as he said, "Great Dao unembellished, 

returning to one's original simplicity! It's indeed true grade! If this boy isn't eliminated, he'll surely be my 

Pill Alliance's mortal calamity!" 

Xiao Feibai nodded slightly, his figure flashing and disappearing on the spot. 

True grade grade two Foundation Establishment Heavenly Pill, it suspended on Ye Yuan's palm quietly 

just like that. 

After Cang Yongning saw it, his expression could not help changing greatly, his eyes full of horror! 

True grade! 

It was really true grade! 

He was defeated! 

"It's also my first time refining this. Since you're the Pill Alliance's holy son, you should be able to tell 

whether it's true grade or not, right?" Ye Yuan said with a smile. 

He was not afraid of Cang Yongning lying, even if Cang Yongning lied, Heavenly Dao would not lie. 



The two of them swore an origin divinity curse to Heavenly Dao. Regardless of whether or not Cang 

Yongning admitted it, Heavenly Dao would judge it by itself. 

Cang Yongning's expression was ashen, and his lips turned purple. 

Suddenly, he raised his head to the sky and gave a long howl, and fell down in pain. 

The origin divinity curse erupted! 

Heavenly Dao backlash was immensely painful. 

And this scene also confirmed that the heavenly pill in Ye Yuan's hand was indeed true grade! 

True grade heavenly pill, it showed its true face in front of the world for the first time! 

"This is a true grade heavenly pill? It's pure like white snow!" 

"Too incredible! Really too impressive! The spring of us ascenders is finally coming!" 

"Master Ye is mighty! Master Ye is mighty!" 

… … 

No one paid attention to the loser. The ascenders present were all cheering joyfully. 

In the royal palace, Feng Xuanyi almost jumped up. He had an excited face as he said, "True grade! It's 

really true grade! This guy really did it! Hahaha …" 

After the other four great sect masters' shock, they were also extremely envious when they saw Feng 

Xuanyi's appearance. 

But sadly, Ye Yuan was born in the Martial Secure Heavenly Sect! 

If he was born in their sect, how great would that be? 

Although the Pill Pavilion would not restrict the background of the disciples, as Martial Secure Heavenly 

Sect's subsidiary force, the benefits obtained by the sect were self-evident! 

"Go, quickly go to the scene! The more commotion it is at this time, the more careful we have to be!" 

Yang Jie suddenly said. 

Everyone was shocked and hurriedly put away their excitement and rushed to Cloud Leisure 

Establishment. 

The entire Cloudarch Great Nation was seething with excitement. 

All of the ascenders were cheering joyfully. 

Ye Yuan's victory was not just his own victory; it was also the victory of ascenders! 

His victory would usher in a new era and bring glad tidings to ascenders. 

In a sense, the significance of Ye Yuan's victory even surpassed Zhuo Bufan! 

The cheers even drowned out Cang Yongning's painful groans. 



Amidst these cheers, Cang Yongning's voice gradually weakened and finally quietened. 

An alchemy genius of his generation fell here. 

"Hahaha, Ye Yuan, I indeed didn't misjudge you! You vented my Martial Secure Heavenly Sect's 

frustration for the past 20 years!" 

Amidst the loud laugh, Luo Yunqing headed straight for Ye Yuan. 

But right at this time, an abnormality suddenly occurred! 

In the crowd, several dozen piercing cold killing intent suddenly lit up. 

All of a sudden, corpses flew about randomly around Ye Yuan. 

At the same time, there were actually several dozen figures that charged towards him. 

Each one of them, their strengths were so powerful that it was suffocating the people around them. 

Jade Sovereign Heaven! 

Dozens of Jade Sovereign Heavens! 

Yes, dozens of people more than the assassins arranged by the Pill Alliance! 

The ones who wanted Ye Yuan dead were not just like Pill Alliance. 

The other four great heavenly regions' heavenly sects did not want Ye Yuan to live either! 

The sensation caused by this matter was seriously far too great. 

It was naturally impossible for the four great heavenly regions to stay aloof from the affair. 

The rise of the Pill Pavilion did not just threaten the interests of the Pill Alliance, there was even the 

safety of the four great heavenly regions. 

Therefore, Ye Yuan must die! 

Luo Yunqing's expression changed wildly, immediately feeling his scalp tingle. 

In just an instant, he felt it. 

31 people! 

31 Jade Sovereign Heavens! 

In order to kill a Greater Sublime Heavenly Stratum, 31 Jade Sovereign Heavenly Stratums were 

dispatched at once! 

The Pill Alliance really put down the blood capital! 

However, he did not have time to think too much either, his entire person immediately turned into a 

sharp sword and rushed toward Ye Yuan. 

At this moment, he only had one thought: to protect Ye Yuan from dying! 



Even if he died, Ye Yuan could not die! 

The significance of Ye Yuan's existence was too great! 

But he just moved and Uncle Wen moved already! 

Uncle Wen, Cang Yongning's follower, was a Jade Sovereign Heaven powerhouse too. 

Furthermore, his strength was only stronger and not weaker than Luo Yunqing. 

"Get lost!" Luo Yunqing's eyes turned bloodshot from anger and he roared furiously. 

Uncle Wen was expressionless and said with indifference, "Give up. Even if immortals come today, they 

can't save Ye Yuan either! He must die!" 

Bang, bang, bang … 

In virtually an instant, Uncle Wen and Luo Yunqing exchanged more than ten moves. 

But Luo Yunqing could not shake Uncle Wen off! 

And those 31 Jade Sovereign heavens already rushed over! 

Ye Yuan was in grave danger! 

Unrivaled Medicine God 

Chapter 2629: Hundred Poison Formation! 

“Audacious fellow! To dare cause trouble on my Shangyu Heavenly Sect’s territory, deserves to be 

killed!” 

A stern yell came from above the void. It was Ling Wancheng. 

The five great sect masters rushed over at the same time! 

The Pill Alliance made thorough preparations. So how could the five great heavenly sects be amateurs? 

The five great sect masters moving out at the same time, how shocking was the commotion? 

And right at this time, an astonishing sword rose to the sky, flying straight for the five great sect masters. 

When everyone saw this scene, they could not help being greatly shocked! 

Who was this? To actually dare make a move against the five great sect masters with his strength alone? 

Who could this person be if not Xiao Feibai? 

In a single breath, Xiao Feibai clashed with the five great sect masters. 

In a blink, Xiao Feibai and the five great sect masters exchanged more than a hundred moves. 

The five great sect masters were actually unable to free themselves for some time. 

It had long already fallen into a mess in front of Cloud Leisure Establishment. 
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The five great heavenly sects’ Jade Sovereign Heaven powerhouses also moved out in full force at this 

time. 

It was just that their reaction was clearly not as fast as the Pill Alliance and other factions. 

Even though they made a move, they could only hinder a dozen over people. 

There were still nearly 20 Jade Sovereign Heavens who rushed in front of Ye Yuan. 

When Feng Xuanyi saw this scene, his heart could not help palpitating, thinking inwardly that it was 

over! 

With Ye Yuan’s bit of strength, how could there be any fluke under the joint-killing of 20 Jade Sovereign 

Heavens? 

The nearest one was less than 200 feet away from Ye Yuan! 

This bit of distance was but a single breath to a Jade Sovereign Heaven powerhouse! 

From the start until now, Ye Yuan did not even move a muscle, looking like he was scared silly. 

When that Jade Sovereign Heaven saw this scene, a hint of a cruel smile flashed across the corners of his 

mouth. 

Personally killing a genius who could defeat Holy Son was a great sense of accomplishment! 

When the Huangfu Cloudthink on the watchtower saw this scene, a hint of smile similarly flashed across 

the corners of his mouth and he said, “No matter how monstrous the genius, it’s also useless if he’s 

dead! Boy, you showed too much of your ability!” 

But very soon, the smile on his face froze. 

Those dozen over people rushing towards Ye Yuan actually stopped at the same time! 

And Ye Yuan’s figure also floated out from under the siege of more than a dozen people unhurriedly. 

An expression of shock appeared on Huangfu Cloudthink’s face and he muttered, “This … What’s going 

on here?” 

Suddenly, his gaze turned intent. He saw that wafts of hot steam actually emerged on top of those Jade 

Sovereign Heaven powerhouses’ heads. 

Seeing this scene, how could Huangfu Cloudthink still not understand what had happened? 

“Used poison? A Greater Sublime Heavenly Stratum, what kind of poison did he use to be able to affect 

20 Jade Sovereign Heavens at the same time?” Huangfu Cloudthink’s brows furrowed and he said in a 

solemn voice. 

This scene similarly landed in the eyes of Feng Xuanyi, Luo Yunqing, and the rest. 

Seeing Ye Yuan succeed in breaking out of the encirclement, their minds could not help quivering! 

This boy had such shocking moves! 



Facing the besiegement of nearly 20 Jade Sovereign Heaven powerhouses, he could actually escape safe 

and sound! 

Seeing Ye Yuan float out unhurriedly, the faces of those Jade Sovereign Heavens all revealed indignant 

expressions. 

Not that they did not want to kill, but that they were strong in will, but lacking in strength! 

Although this poison was not lethal, it severely affected their movements. 

Especially one of the poisons, it even had a numbing effect. 

That Jade Sovereign Heaven who charged right at the front had a baleful look on his face. 

Just earlier, he suddenly discovered that he was poisoned. 

Furthermore, he got hit by many poisons! 

He suddenly discovered that he actually got caught in a poison formation. 

Roughly calculating, he was actually hit by a hundred kinds of poison! 

Furthermore, the effects of these poisons were different from each other. 

Some targeted the meridians, some targeted the divine essence, some even targeted the origin divinity. 

With a hundred types of poisons superimposed together, it actually made his bodily functions 

temporarily fall into paralysis! 

Just like a machine that suddenly jammed. 

This guy was clearly right under his nose, but he was unable to take action! 

Damn it! 

These Jade Sovereign Heavens did not dare to dawdle, expelling the poison on the spot. 

There were many Jade Sovereign Heaven powerhouses of the five great heavenly sects lying in wait on 

every side. Getting poisoned at this time, even if it was just getting poisoned a little, it would be fatal. 

Sure enough, right at this time, the five great heavenly sects’ Jade Sovereign Heavens arrived. 

The last three Jade Sovereign Heavens at the back were directly hacked to death! 

Just this tiny bit of delay, those Jade Sovereign Heaven assassins all fell into passiveness. 

And Ye Yuan also directly floated to the safe area. 

“Hahaha,?terrific lad, indeed you didn’t let me down! Ye Yuan, wait a moment, this sect master will be 

there right away!” 

When Feng Xuanyi saw Ye Yuan escape with his life, he could not resist letting out a loud laugh and said 

to the other four great sect masters, “I’ll leave this guy to you all, I’m going to protect Ye Yuan!” 

“Go on!” Yang Jie answered. 



No matter how strong Xiao Feibai was, it was also impossible to tie down five great sect masters at the 

same time. 

His appearance earlier was just in order to buy a little time for the people below. 

Now that the plan fell through, with four great sect masters pinning him down, it was enough. 

Feng Xuanyi forced Xiao Feibai back with one move, his figure flying toward Ye Yuan like an arrow that 

left the bowstring. 

Xiao Feibai still had a frosty expression, but during the fierce battle, his brows furrowed slightly. 

He knew that the plan failed! 

However, Xiao Feibai’s strength still shocked the five great sect masters. 

Facing the siege of five great sect masters, Xiao Feibai could actually hold out for so long! 

This level of strength was simply astonishing! 

The five great sect masters knew in their hearts that Xiao Feibai’s strength was not beneath any of 

theirs! 

“Just who is your esteemed self?!” Yang Jie asked. 

Xiao Feibai’s hand movements did not slow as he said coolly, “Pill Alliance’s Heavenly Martial Hall, Xiao 

Feibai! This battle today, the name of the five great sect masters indeed lives up to the reputation! 

Unfortunately, I can’t battle to my heart’s content! In the future, this Xiao will naturally seek guidance 

from the five of you. Farewell!” 

Sword intent surged on Xiao Feibai’s body, and he suddenly slashed out with a sword. 

This sword was amazing to the extreme! 

When the Luo Yunqing who was currently in a fierce battle felt this sword intent, his expression 

immediately changed wildly. 

His gaze revealed a strong battle intent. 

Xiao Feibai’s sword shocked him immensely! 

Too strong! 

Talented people indeed remained in concealment in the Pill Alliance! 

Repelling the four great sect masters with a sword, Xiao Feibai’s figure moved, disappearing from the 

sky. 

“Withdraw!” At the same time, he even left behind a word. 

The Pill Alliance’s powerhouses knew that this matter already could not go through and retreated one 

after another. 



On the watchtower, Huangfu Cloudthink frowned and said, “Hundred Poison Formation! I didn’t expect 

that this boy’s poison path can actually reach such a level! What a formidable boy!” 

Finished saying, Huangfu Cloudthink’s figure flashed, disappearing. 

Looking at Xiao Feibai’s distant figure, the four great sect masters had solemn faces. 

“I didn’t expect that the Pill Alliance actually has such a formidable expert! His strength is likely not 

beneath any of us!” Hua Ziyou exclaimed with a sigh. 

“Heh heh, no need to put feathers in your own cap! In a one-on-one, we might not be his match!” Yang 

Jie said with a cold smile. 

Hua Ziyou’s expression choked, but he did not refute as well. 

He knew that what Yang Jie said was the truth! 

This Xiao Feibai’s strength was extremely strong! 

Ling Wancheng sighed and said, “This Pill Alliance has hidden dragons and crouching tigers! Within a 

short two months, they could mobilize so many Jade Sovereign Heaven powerhouses! Most likely, their 

strength far exceeds our imagination! This faction is even more terrifying than we imagined!” 

Yang Jie nodded slightly and said, “Our five sects can’t be in a state of disunity anymore! At this rate, the 

dominion that Lord Zhuo Bufan won over will be lost by us eventually!” 

Unrivaled Medicine God 

Chapter 2630: Dispute! 

In Shangyu Heavenly Sect's main hall, the five great sect masters were seated according to guest and 

host. 

The sixth seat was Ye Yuan. 

Even many highly qualified Jade Sovereign Heaven powerhouses were positioned below Ye Yuan too. 

It could be seen what kind of height this battle made Ye Yuan's status reach. 

Becoming famous across the land with one battle! 

Ye Yuan and Cang Yongning's alchemy battle subverted the world's understanding of alchemy! 

Including these sect elders present, only now did they know that there was even true grade above ninth 

grade. It turned out that affinity was not set in stone. Only then did they know how deep the Pill 

Alliance's foundation was! 

In reality, after this battle, the five great sect masters' dread toward the Pill Alliance grew deeper!! 

What kind of terrifying powerhouses could such a powerful alchemy path faction groom? 

Xiao Feibai was merely one of them. 
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"Gentlemen, for so many years, we've been frogs at the bottom of a well! The strength that the Pill 

Alliance exhibited this time astonishes this sect master greatly! Not just their alchemy path strength, but 

also martial path strength!" 

Yang Jie's gaze swept across everyone's faces, his words full of solemness. 

Xiao Feibai's appearance gave the five great sect masters tremendous pressure. 

When Ling Wancheng heard that, he also followed up, "The strength of that man with a cold expression 

is only more and not less compared to the five of us! The sensation that this alchemy battle caused is 

too sudden, most likely, the Pill Alliance is caught off-guard too. But, just judging from the strength that 

they displayed this time, the Pill Alliance's strength is unfathomable!" 

Yang Jie nodded slightly and said, "The Pill Alliance rose after Lord Zhuo went missing. This faction is 

very mysterious. It rarely shows its strength in front of others. All along, we only know that the heavenly 

alchemists that come from the Pill Alliance are very strong! But only all the way until today, do we know 

that they are not just strong, but strong beyond our imagination! With their alchemy path strength, they 

can completely create a batch of Martial Dao army whose strength doesn't lose to us ascenders!" 

Feng Xuanyi nodded and said, "The Pill Alliance boycotting my Martial Secure Heavenly Sect this time, it 

has likely been premeditated for a long time! They should have felt that their accumulated strength is 

already sufficient to go from behind the scenes to the front of the stage! They boycotted my Martial 

Secure Heavenly Sect in order to awe the world and reveal its strength. It's just that they didn't expect 

that my Martial Secure Heavenly Sect produced a Ye Yuan, completely disrupting their plans!" 

The words of the few great sect masters made the expressions of the various sects' elders become very 

solemn. 

Clearly, they felt tremendous pressure too. 

In the Pill Alliance, the vast majority were native powerhouses. 

And native powerhouses and ascenders were naturally two camps that had clear distinctions between 

each other. 

Even wanting to fish in troubled waters was very, very difficult. 

Therefore, the Pill Alliance's existence was like a sharp sword, suspending high above their heads. 

Yang Jie said, "Presently, our Five Light Heavenly Region has already made a clean break with the Pill 

Alliance! Our five sects' sect masters have already decided that from now on, our five sects will work 

together to completely eliminate the Pill Alliance's forces!" 

The elders trembled all over, many people's faces revealed looks of hesitation. 

A white-browed elder said with a frown, "Sect Master Yang, this matter is likely inappropriate, right? 

Completely breaking away from the Pill Alliance, the disciples are still fine, but how will we, these Jade 

Sovereign Heavenly Stratums cultivate in the future?" 

Although the five great sect masters already reached a consensus on this matter. 



But within each sect, it was also not harmonious. Those who took issue with it were not in a minority. 

In reality, with regards to the operation this time, each sect had many elders who objected to it in the 

first place. 

Otherwise, how could it be the Pill Alliance and other sects' turn to act wildly in the Five Light Heavenly 

Region's territory? 

The various sect elders that came to Cloudarch Great Nation this time were just a few. 

At this time, another elder spoke up and said, "Five sect masters, just a holy son of the Pill Alliance 

already has such formidable strength! Then what kind of realm would the Alchemy Dao of the leader of 

the Pill Alliance reach? Ye Yuan's talent and strength are indeed very strong, but can he refine grade four 

heavenly pills? Our five sects added together currently only has Qu Yan and Dong Rui, two grade four 

heavenly alchemists too! Can the Pill Pavilion take out grade four heavenly pills to support our five great 

heavenly sects' Jade Sovereign Heavens?" 

"No matter how strong Ye Yuan is, he's also merely on the same level as the Pill Alliance's holy son! He 

isn't Lord Zhuo Bufan and can't support us ascenders!" 

"It's all this brat's fault! If not for him, we also wouldn't have ended up in this situation with the Pill 

Alliance!" 

… … 

Yang Jie's suggestion was strongly opposed by many elders. 

Although these people were not the leaders of a sect, they had a great say in the sect. 

The weight of the words that they said was very heavy. 

Although the sect master was strong, it was also impossible to cover the sky with one hand in such a 

large sect. 

Therefore, there was an alliance this time. 

Hearing these elders' 'righteous' objections, the five great sect masters all furrowed their brows tightly. 

Being able to become sect masters, their horizons and courage were not what these elders could 

compare to. 

Perhaps the five great heavenly sects each had their own interests. But on major issues of principle, the 

five people were surprisingly unanimous. 

Witnessing the Pill Alliance's might, the five people all deeply realized that they could no longer do 

things independently. 

If the five great heavenly sects still did not band up, the crisis of the Five Light Heavenly Region would 

probably be arriving soon. 

But these elders clearly could not see this. 

In their view, immediate interests were more important. 



What interests? 

Heavenly pills! 

Grade four heavenly pills, high quality grade four heavenly pills, only the Pill Alliance could provide 

them! 

Therefore, they did not want to shed all pretenses of cordiality with the Pill Alliance. 

Each and every one of these elders' blood boiled with indignation, but the spearhead of the words 

gradually pointed toward Ye Yuan. 

The fiercest one was the white-browed elder. He was the Myriad Manifestation Heavenly Sect's Second 

Elder, Duan Yongchun. 

"Do as I say, take Ye Yuan down and send him to the Pill Alliance to make amends and appease their 

wrath!" Duan Yongchun said. 

"Enough!" Feng Xuanyi seriously could not listen anymore. He berated angrily and said, "Duan 

Yongchun, use your brain to think properly! Do you really think that the Pill Alliance is a charity? They 

are actually using heavenly pills to control the entire Rainclear Continent!" 

Duan Yongchun sneered and said, "Huhu, this Duan's words, if Sect Master Feng doesn't like to hear it, 

forget it. But, these words are overly exaggerating things to raise an alarm! The Rainclear Continent is so 

big, how can it be what a Pill Alliance can control?" 

Feng Xuanyi still wanted to say something, but Ye Yuan suddenly stood up. 

The five great sect masters were taken aback, not knowing what he was going to do. 

Ye Yuan slowly walked towards Duan Yongchun, but the latter was taken aback and could not help 

laughing as he said, "What? Master Ye is going to denounce this Duan publicly for some crimes?" 

"Fool!" Ye Yuan spat out a word indifferently. 

Duan Yongchun's gaze turned sullen and he said in a cold voice, "What did you say?" 

Ye Yuan said coolly, "I said, fool! Everyone present, you are all fools!" 

The moment these words came out, the expressions of the various sects' elders changed one after 

another. 

"Boy! A measly little Greater Sublime Heavenly Stratum actually dares to insult us, deserves to die!" 

"Who the hell do you think you are, to actually dare utter wild ravings! Do you really think that this elder 

doesn't dare to do anything to you?" 

"Sect Master Feng, does your Martial Secure Heavenly Sect discipline disciples like this?" 

… … 

The elders were furious and scolded Ye Yuan angrily one after another. 



Ye Yuan just smiled indifferently and said, "Sorry, I'm not a disciple. This Ye is Martial Secure Heavenly 

Sect's elder, my status being equivalent to everyone! So, what's wrong with scolding you fools?" 


